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In Ayn Rand’Due to Bitcoin starting to be so well-known and having regular appearances in headlines, everyone started
looking for the creator of Bitcoin, who is still a mystery. These people are convinced to disappear by a man known as
John Galt.the idea of nation state is born and a new era has begun.Who is John Galt?”s Atlas Shrugged, all the people
who function, contribute and produce begin disappearing one at a time due to the government wanting to dominate all
lines of work.”Who's Satoshi Nakamoto? Just like Atlas Shrugged, an identical issue gnawed at the thoughts of people

and produced headlines: “Ayn Rand was incorrect.The media did not say a revolution has happened when the French
Revolution occurred in 1789.Because every revolution comes with an ideal foundation. Even though Bitcoin is normally a
software revolution, it is also an ideal one. A revolution which will take humans back to their essence. A revolution with

roots reaching to the first days of humanity. A revolution that may bring "Capitalism: The Unknown Ideal", simply
because Ayn Rand phone calls it.Bitcoin is a revolution against all third celebrations whom we believe to end up being

trustworthy. It really is a revolution against governments, banks, property registry offices, notaries and all
intermediaries.” the utopia founded by John Galt for the hard-functioning people. Because you cannot understand Bitcoin
without reading Ayn Rand and understanding Friedrich Hayek. People didn't begin thinking, “ The whole nation asks the

same question, which also happens to be the motto for the publication: “ It may very well be the foundation of a new
world where only those who produce will rise, where borders will go away; Just after 100-150 years it was understood

that this motion was a revolution that marked the end of a time and the beginning of a fresh one. Bitcoin isn't
understood at fine today. There aren't many that perform understand it, save for the few individuals who invented it and
paved the way because of its invention. After a century, history books will state that age nation states that began with
the French Revolution came to an end with the Bitcoin revolution.Why did we focus on such a prologue? Atlas under no

circumstances shrugged!
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